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[Translation]
Tokyo, December 12, 1937
His Excellency
American Ambassador
my dear ambassador,—The Japanese air force has dropped bombs
by mistake on a man-of-war of your country, the United States of
America ! I was taken aback at being told so by mamma. Indeed,
I was dumbfounded at the news. I am sure that the mistake was due
to a dense mist that hung over the river. There can be no reason
why the Japanese air force would have aimed at an American man-
of-war in dropping bombs if the airmen had been aware that it
was an American ship. My great concern is that the mishap may
have caused some casualties among the officers and sailors on board
the ship, and I hope that nobody was injured in the unhappy
accident.
My dear Ambassador, I sincerely wish that you would not take
the matter so seriously but be generous enough to forgive the Japanese
Navy airmen, who are not to be blamed after all. It is my sincere
wish that I may be allowed to apologize to you for the grave mistake
of the Japanese air force. I like your country so much. " Banzai "
for America ! " Sayonara."
Fifth year class,
Moriyama Primary School,
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo
JAPAN BEGINS TO SEE WHAT THE CHINA
INCIDENT IMPLIES
February 10, 1938
The year opened on an ominous note, for although in the true
Christmas and Christian spirit which applies so seldom to interna-
tional affairs, and with admirable good sense on the part of the
American Government and people, the Panay incident had been
provisionally settled, nevertheless the future outlook for further
dangerous incidents was anything but serene. On the one hand, the
ability of the Tokyo Government to control the action of the Japanese
forces in China in jeopardizing American life, interests, and property
is negative. On the other hand, I cannot conceive that with all our
pacifist tendencies and longing for peace the patience of our people
under cumulative insult is inexhaustible.
Granted the accuracy of those two premises, there seems to be
plenty of ground for concern and very little ground for assurance.
My own concern can perhaps best be illustrated by the fact that I
have lately measured the bound volumes of this diary and of my
personal letters since coming to Japan five and a half years ago and
have ordered two or three leather containers in the shape of book

